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- This is a new way - a wcy o-f happiness - a way to the fulfilment of 

life. In order that our life may be fulfilled, two things are 

ne.c·essary - a method of reaching the kingdom of heaven within us, and 

an active li:fe in the world, so that the influence of the kingdom of 

heaven ca..'1 be expressed. 

But how can we reach the kingdom of heaven - isnt it difficult to get_-there? 

No, the way to it is really very s~mple. 

You mean it can be reached without effort? 

- Yes, people think that effort is required, but that is actually untru&. 

You cannot ge~ to a higher level by being active - in order to reach a 

higher level you have to be passiv~. 

So this is a passive way? 

Yes and no. When one does the meditation one is passive, during- the 

day one is active. Both are necesac;IXY for the fulfilment of our lives·. 

- You mean activity is an essential part of this method? 

- Yes, the more the better - but only what is natural :for each of us· - only 

what our normal life demands. 

- But tell me, what is the principle on which the meditation depends - how 

can it get to tha kingdom of heaven so easily? 

- The principle is c:onneoted with happiness with the simple truth that 

the mind is always searching for happiness. Not knowing how to find it, 

the mind searches- for happiness outside us. But if it ia shovm the way, 

it will go quite naturally -t:o the source of happiness within us. And it

will go there without any effort on our part, f.or that is where the greatest 

happiness belongs. 

You mean this was never known before? 

Yes, it was known long ago, but the method got lost, and so the0 truth 

was forgotten. Instead, people tried to get to the kingdom of heaven, 

by effort and struggle·, but that way never succeeds. 
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- What do you consider to be the most important thing about 
this method of meditation? 

- I would say the most important thing is that it is de:signed 

to be done individually, in the quiet of one's own home. 

You mean, anyone can do it, anywhere and at any time? 

Yes, that is its greatest strength. 

But doesnt: one require a teacher? 

In the early sta~es one has -tu get help from those who gave it, 

but as time goes on you will find it beODmes more and more s~lf 

corrective. 

You mean it tells one how to do it? 

Yes, sooner or later it will do ao. 

But isnt it a good thing to do it with other people, or in a group? 

Some people" find this a help, others not. 

to do it when you get home. 

But. are arry other disciplines nec-essary? 

The important thing ia:, 

There is no need for other discip'lines, in fact they m-ight interfere 

with it. The important thing is for the effects of the meditation 

to come out naturally during the day, and for this -t;_o happen one simply 

g oes about one's work in the usual way. 

You mean it is better not to mix it with other methods? 

Yes, I would thin..1< s-o. In the Gospel according to Thomas it says;, 

"Jeau.s said: it is impoasible for a man to mount two horses and to 

stretch two bows, and it is impossible for a servant to serve two masters". 

Then who is one's maste-r, in this sense? 

One's master is within one-self. That is the whole point about it. 
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- Tell m&, what is there about this method which makes it diifferent 

from other kinds - of mantra meditation? 

- The main difference is that we dont try t-o contll'ol our thoughts- - in 

f'aet, the whole process · is- designed t-o take plao·e without inn&r con:tlict. 

- You nean, one just :tollows 'the mantra? 

- Yes, it attracts one'• attention - one does- not tr,-'to hold one-•s 

attent-ion on it. '!'his nea.ns- that the mind and the nervous- syriem. are 

freed from s:tress. They are- abl& 'to normalis• thems-e1veG-~ j'US"t u · the 

b.otcy' does if· you give it rest. 

- And what happens then?· 

- One,'s· attention is attracted towards higher levels of' energy. It is 

not generally J\ealised t-hat the- mind contains enormously- dif'f'erent l8'V'.el■ 

of" energy - levels which range from the: dullness of our everydq 

thought-, to the· hig)lest level of ecstasy. Theae higher leve•ls of 

energy already exist in us - they d,o not have to be created. 

- So why Callt: we r.e-aoh them -in _the ordin.ary -wq? 

- SimplybM'::a.use cluri13g t:he· cla:,y the- lower leve'1a of energy 

e>ec.upy,,- the whole stage. . 

- Sa:, what cfoes, the meditation do? 

- During the half" hour it takes one beyond' tha lower levels - leaves 

them all behind' - and' reaches the- ieeper parts of the- mind. This, as 

you know,. has: its, effect on. what happene· during- the-d,q. 

- Then is it in these, de:eper parts of th& mind that the hi~er levels are? 

Iir this- wher& the bliss- eome-s from? 

- Ye&, it is the rJOurce c-r happiness - the, plaoe where- nothing 

negative exists. 
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- I believe you said ifuere is no need t-o struggle with our thoughts: ff'uri.ng 

the hal:ff hour? 

- Yes I did. But' if'' you jusii tell S'Ome·one ifuis0 it- wont help him mueh - he 

will start worrying· about how not~ t-o struggle, wiitb his t-hought-s:, ancE there, 

will Sstill be a eonf~ic~. 

So what is the answer? 

Tell him to let the, mantra go int-o his ithough-tts, - t'o int':enpene=trate> them. 

Then they will bec-0me sweetened. 

thingsc - physical things, itoo. 

Always le=t the· mantra intermingle wi t:h 

Then it will put things·rig~it. 

You mean it willl have a healing effe-c:1;? 

- Yea,, it is-· like a ba;lm. Whereverr there is:: anything in use whicm need's tto 

be healed or :fi.mred from stress it· will put' it righ:v - alwczys:: pr~ovi.d'ed3 you 

le-t it' go tner&. If' you keep it away f-rom things, it wont- be- ableo tt-o won:. 
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- Tall me-, what is there about this method which makes it- different

from other kinds of mantra medita-tion? 

- The main difference is that we dont try to e.:entrol our thoughts, - in fa.et, 
the- whole, procreaa is- designed: t :o take place, without inner c:onflict. 

- You me-an, one just follows the· mantra? 

- Yes-, it attraats one'ac attention· - one does not try to hold one's:: attention 

on it. 

stress. 

This means- that the mind and the· nervous system a.re freed from 

They are- able to normalize themse-lves-, just as t-he body does if 

you giv~ it rest. 

And what happens then? 

One rs attention is- attracted towards higher levels, of energy. It is not 

generally realised that the0 mind contains: enormously diff eren:t- levels of 

ene,rgy - levels whic:b. ra.ngec :from the- dullness. of our everyday t.hought., to 

the highest leve,1 of· eosta.s-y. The higher levels· alr-e-ady exist in us- they 

do not have, to he created., 

So why, are we n-ot aware· of them in the- ordinary way? 

Simply because, we are looking in the opposite direc-tion. 

So wha:t does the meditation do? 

- During- the half hour it a:ttracts the, attention inwards-towards de:~-per 

parts of'• the- mind. It is in these- deeper parts- of the mind that t-he 

higher levels- are·. 

And what ef'feo:t does- that have? 

If' the mind is steeped in higher levels of energy during the, half hour-, 

it is :fr-e-ed from impurittes of various kinds- - negative though-ta-, for 

insta:nc:e, unne-c:essary fears and illusions-. 

- And does· t-ha-t a.f:feC't what happens during- the day? 

- Yes, the mind beiDg: fre:e- from- impurities will e-ontain higher and lower-

leve·ls of energy- in the right propor:tion. 

our- e-::.cperienc:e• during; the· day-. 

It is this which inf'luenc:es, 
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- You say that when we do the meditation the attention is attracted by the 

mantra. What is it that attracts it? 

The ~bythm of the mantra . 

But sometimes the rhythm seems dull. 

That is when you repeat it, instead of letting it go on its own. 

You mean, when one does it purposely, as it were? 

Yes, left to itself the mantra is quite different - it cannot possibly 

be dull. 

Then should one let go of it? 

Yes, if one really can let go of it, and yet still follow it, that is 

what makes it go deep. 

I wonder why that is? 

The mantra comes from the deepest place in us. 

return there on its own. 

You mean, that's where it belongs? 

If you let go, it will 

Yes, we see things the · wrong way up. · It is really only ourselves who 

get in the way. But there is another thing which makes it seem dull. 

What is that? 

When. the reflector itself is dull. 

What do you mean by the reflector? 

That part of the mind which becomes aware of the mantra - it can vary 

a great deal from time to time. 

Then what can one do about t.hat? 

Nothing, except to ~o on a bit longer. 

clearer sometimes later in the day. 

Sooner or later it will get 
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- You sa:y that when we do the meditation the attention is attracted 

by the mantra. What is it that attracts it? 

- The rhythm of the mantra - particularly variations in its- 'rbythm. 

- What do you mean by 'variations'? 

- If the rhythm is too regular it bea:omes dull. _ It is the same- thing · 

with music or poetry - there is nothing worse than too regular a- r-~hm. 

- Then rrhould one try to vary it? 

- No, it has t-o come naturally - but certain things can be dona. 

- What kind of things? 

- In extreme cases one can stop and start again, or change one's- position. 

But just being en the lookout for the nature of the rhythm is often enough. 

It is the changing- nature of the rhythm which makes the mantra delightf'ul 

to repeat. 

I wonder why that is? 

It is the wa;, the nervous system· works. A continuous, or a. regulal!l.¥ 

repeated, stimulation vecy quickly loses its, effeel't - the response geta: 

less and less. 

- Is that the point of repeating a mantra? 

- Yes, you see - higher influences are there all the time, but without 

the mantra the mind cannot respond to them - it does not know they are 

there-. 

- You mean it is like still water - unless the surface is disturbed onQ 

. cannot see it? 

* - Yes, I remember someone once described it as 'vibrating the silence'. 

(*Maharishi) 
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- There is another thing which attracts the attention to the mantra. 

- What is that? 

Letting g-o of' it. 

- You mean, instead of following it too closely? 

- Yes-, like Ariadne following her thread. Sometimes this talcea one very deep. 

- I wonder why that is? 

- The mantra comes from the deepest place in us. If you let go, it will 

return there on its owri. 

- You mean that's where it ·belongs'? 

- Yes, we- see things the wrongwey up. We cannot see that the mantra tends 

to go there naturally:-- we think we have to do it. But it ia really only 

ourselves who keep it away. 

How do we keep it awa:,? 

- In various ways,, but chiefly by holding on to it too 'tightly. 

- So the thing is to let it go fr-eely? 

- Yes-, the more freely we let it go, the deepen it will take, us-. It ia when 

we nearly lose- it that it takes us dieep. 
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- I dont really understand wha't transcending is - wha·t is it that 

actually happens? 

- At a certain point the mantra carries ~:mr attention beyond the personal 

level into the universal. 

- But what determines this? 

The density of matter - above a certain level matter is too tine :for 

the organism -to c·ontain. 

And what effec_t does that have? 

One obtains direct experienc_e of the universal nature- of· things. Without 

this direct experience one's understanding is subjective - on-e oan only

imagine what the universal self is like. 

- You mean one cran have the wrong idea about it? 

- Yea", one can have- many wrong ideas. Many people think of' the universal 

self as something formidable or strange. 

But isn't' it? 

No, it is just t-he opposite. It is like coming home to oneself. You 

see, the personal and the universal are really the same •••• the one is a 

reflection of the other. 
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Tell me, should one prepare for the meditation beforehand? 

No, it is better to go straight into it. If you try t :o prepare 

for it you will create an artificial situation. 

as you are, good state or bad. 

Then how should one start it off? 

Just take yourself 

Just let it surface on its own. If you interfere with its natural 

rhythm you will only create tensions. 

But supposing thoughts and feelings ta.~e it away? 

Just let them do so. When you come round to the fact that you 

are not repeating it, then is the right moment to start again. 

- It seems t-.o me that one has to have a strong desire to do it, 

otherwise one will just forget. What does this desire depend on? 

- It depends on allowing the mantra t .o draw your attention inwards:. 

Deep down within us everything is bliss, and the ~eeper one goes, the 

more one erperiencres it. 

But how does one experienc:e it? 

In the quality of the mantra. As one goes deeper its quality changes, 

and with it the way it sounds. It is never a c.lear pronunciati.on, mone: 

and more of a faint idea, and eventually it fades away and disappeara. 
* Is that what is called 'transcending'? 

Yes, one has to let go - not ~o hold the· mantra if' i-t wa:nts 

to disappear. 

But what is the point of transcending - what effed does it have? 
** It unites one with the source - wi ~h the master. It is this whic±r 

influenc:es what happens t .-o us during the day. 

( * se:e 'also 3/8 a , ** s-ee 3/2 ) 
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the mantra belongs to ( .. .,, ...... ) 

I \ 
\. .... ...... ... ) absolute blisa, absolute c~nsciousness. Th.a..t i& why, in 

the technique of meditation, we keep experien~ within the eompa.ss o~ 

the mantra.. When experience is a.tta.ohed to this obje~t or that, as it 

is at all other times, it is no longer absolute, i-t is r.ela.-tive. 

A:ny- experienee outside the mantra is relative, and it oan-easily-

be mistaken for the rea.l thing. Even the experience of the- mantra 

itself' is: relative. Only when it transcends is the abs"Olute level 

of experience reached. Like a pure sound, which when it is so pure 

that it creates no disturbance, cannot be heard, so is the mantra when 

it tranBcena.s-. 

( !rom Val lV Levels & Laws l Intro 3 ) 
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- Is:· it a g,ood thing to prepare for the meditation before you do it, 

by reading· or listening to music or some such thing? 

- No, not good. There is- no better preparation for the meditation 

than the meditation itself. The mantra knows wha-t to do much better

than w& do. 

-You mean one should do it just the same, whatever state one is in? 

- Yes, that is the whole point. You start as you are - good s-tate or 

bad it makes no difference. The mantra works on this material - it knows, 

what to do. But if you prepare beforehand you oreate an artificial 

state, an,Q th8'ma.ntra cannot work properly. 

- I think I see=-what you mean - you let everything that wants. to ha:ppen 

just happen - is that right? 

.... Yes, that is right - jtl.St let everything be ·. 

But if one is in pain, or physical discomfort, what does one do then? 

- The same·· thing applies. Let tha mantra gp along:· with i~, instead of' 

oppoaing it. Then you will find it can help. 

- You mean the mantra oan take awa;y' pain? 

- Nothing is impossible, but of C'Ourse there are many degrees-.. But if 

y-ou try to keep the mantra away from the pa-in,. or try to repeat it in 

spite of the pain, it will be unable to do its.c work. 

- This-- opens., up a great many possibilities. But it ia- just the opposite: 

of our usual approach - like leaving it to somebody ela~. 

- Yesc, one simply leaves. evezj"thing to. the meditation. The 

longer one goea on doing -i-tt, the more· one realiae-s:: tha-t -this 

is the great s'8.oret about -this method. One does nothing, oneself the, -
mantra does it f .or- one. 

- I think it ne:eds great c:onfidence~ 

- Yea: I know. But confide.nee will come- by degrees. 
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- I would like to know what one should do du.ring the day to get the 

best results from the meditation? 

Do nothing different from that which you usually do. 

But surely there are crnrtain disciplines which would help? 

No, it is not like that.. The whole point about this method is 

that you let the ef.fec:ts of the meditation un:fold naturally. Your 

usual everyday life is the best place in which this could happen. 

- But should.nt one try to be more aware during the d.ay, or at least to 

hold something in mind? 

- No, that will divide your attention - you will find it makes the mind 

dull. When the meditation works as it should, nothing will come 

between you and what you are doing. 

- Then will there be no awareness? 

- On the contrary, your awareness will be increased, and your actions 

will be different. They will come from beyond you - from the 

meditation - in fact, there will be no need for you to .2,2 anything, you 

will find it is already done. 

- I find this difficult to understand - I thought we were trying to 

learn how to act rightly? 

- That.!!! right action - let me try to explain, for this, is a big 

mistal'"...e we have alwczys made. 

- You mean the idea that we can do ?' -
- Yes, right· action comes :from beyond us - from somewhere deep down 

within ua. Not realising this, we think it o:omes: from ourselves- -

we think we arec doing things-. If we can get baek te the orig;i.n of_ 

actions we shall find everything is different - even our movements will 

be different, and awareness will be increased. 

Then how d.o we· get back to the origin of actions? 

Simply.by doing the meditation. If it goes· d:eep enough itwiil 

take us there. 
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- But if one does nothing to prevent it, surely one will bec~me lost 

in what one is doing? 

There is nothing wrong with getting lost in what one is doing. 

Yow mean one shouldnt try to prevent it? 

No, the extent to which one is lost, as you call it, depends on the, 

amount of energy one ha~. If one's house is full, nothing will 

overwhelm one. If it is empty, every little thing will do so. 

But how does one get the energy to fill one's house? 

Through t·he meditation. 

Then what kind of energy is it? 

Cons c.i ousne s:s • 

I find it difficult to understand what c:'Onsciousness really is·? 

One cannot possibly de~be it, but if you like, it is the opposite 

of getting lost in what one is doing. When one is lost, it is simply 
* because funC'tions are working without consciousness. 

You mean that functions can work on their oWll', without c:onsciousness? 

Yes, and c'Onsc:iousness can exist without functions - it isc this whicii

makes the tec-hni.que of meditation pos-sible. 

How do you mean? 

The meditation works directly on consciousness, and it leaves functions 

alone - it makes no attempt to control them. As you will have noticed, 

it brings one to pure -oonsciousness - consciousness without f'unc:tions. 

- But I thought you said the meditation works through happiness - ar& 

happiness and c,onsciousness the same thing? 

- Not quite,, but very nearly. When we do the meditation the mind is 

attracted to the place of greatest happiness. That place is where· 

consciousness is. 

And is there nothing else in that place? 

No, no - there is everything. It is the place where everything. is 

one - where nothing is separate, for everything belongs to a single 

whole. You see, it is the origin of_ everything - the source from 

which everything comes. 

*see Vol V Latest Intro Papers 2/l7-20 
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- How does the half hour's meditation influence what happens 

during the day - how does it actually work? 

- You can think of it in terms of light, or consciousness. 

Consciousness and functions are two quite separate things.* The 

meditation unites us with the source of consciousness, and this 

influences our functions - it brings more light into them, from above. 

You mean our functions work differently in the light? 

Yes, quite differently. Wrong work of :functions is avoided, 

unpleasant and unnecessary thoughts, feelings and sensations are 

eliminated, life ceases to be a struggle. 

- You mean this comes about on its own, without any special efforts 

on our part? 

- Yes, in fact attempts to change anything deliberately on one's own 

actually get in the way. One has to realise that whatever happens 

in the half hour is bound to come out during the day. One may not 

know when or how it will come out, but it will do so. 

But how does the meditation know what has to be changed? 

That is the interesting thing - it knows much better than we do. 

We think we know, out really we have little or no idea. 

I think I see what you mean by 'serving two masters•.** 

Yes, that's right. After all, even Christ would never maintain that 

he knew - do you remember - "The words that I speak unto you I s:pe,1'.'fk 

not of myself, but the Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the works." 

(* see 3/10 ** see 3/2) 
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- I gather, from what you have said, that the meditation fills us, 

with energy in the morning, and then we are left to spend this energy 

during the da.y? 

- Yes, it is like dipping a. piece of cloth in yellow dye. When one 

has- d.ipped' the G:loth, it is put out in the sun to be fixed., The lig_llt 

of the sun fades i:J;, but same C.'Olour remains. By repeating the 

process again and again, gradually the a.:olour baaomes stronger, until 

eventually it is a full yellow - and then it never fades, however strong 

the sun ma.y be. 

- Which makes me wonder what the event'ual aim of the meditation is, - where 

it will take one eventually? 

- Every time-- you do it, you get an answer to that quesi;ion. 

You mean, one knows the c:olour of the dye? 

Yes,, the ctloth is dipped in the full colour every time, but later, of 

course, it fades. 

So one really knows l-Jhera it will take one? 

Yes·, sooner or later its effects will bec:ome permanent - sooner or 

later one's house will be fUll. 

- I wonder what that would mean - do you think one's life c:ircums.tances 

would change'l 

- It is difficult to sa.y, beaause everyone is so different, but certainly 

one--'s relation to other paople would change., 

In what way would it change? 

One would: be able to help other people. Helping other people:· is· a 

very_ big thing - much, much bigger than everything we have discussed 

so far, which is to do with helping oneself. 

You mean it is more important? 

No, no, they are both important, for the one depends on the other. But 

helping other people is on a much bigger seal& - in fact, there is- only

one thing bigger in scale that man can do. 

And what would that be? 

Helping mankind. That is the biggest thing man can do ••••• 
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- You spoke about helping·otheT people - what did· you actually mean? 

- When you a:o the meditation you go inwards, during the day you go 

outwards-. When you go outwards you bec:ome involved with other people. 

Sometimesyou can help them, sometimes not. 

- Then what does it depend on? 

- The energy ycou get-. from the meditation. 

- You mean the meditation -tells· one what to do? 

- No, one will find it is already done. Afterwards, onecwonders how 

it happened - one finds one has helped people one never c:ould before'• 

What kind of· thing do you mean? 

Well, suppose one c:ould take away their suffering;, for instance: •• •• 

That would be wonderful - is it really possible? 

- The med1tation can take awa::, one·'s own suffering, so perhaps one e-.ould 

take away other. people,'s in fact, it might come about in a perfectly 

natural way •. 

But many, people seem to think that suffering is- nec-essary? 

No, suf.fering is not ne-c:essary - that is what Christ's teaching is· 

all about. 

Then why did he have to suffer? 

Christ never su:f:fered - ha· cr.ould not possibly have done so. He showed 

us that s:uff"eringisunneaessary, but no-one•understood. They t-ook it: 

that suffering was right - that it had to be endured. 

But surely we cannot avoid suffering? 

Above a certain leve,l it does not exist •. 

teying to. tell us. 

That is what he was· 
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- You spoke abo.u~ getting ba.crk to the origins of· the medita:tion. What 

do you remember about it, as y-ou first heard it-? 

- I think the most important thing;- was · happiness - the :fact that it madeo 

pe,ople happy-. 

- Then was t-hi& a new idea?' 

Yes, we were all very serious in those· days - happiness was· almos't taboo. 

- Then how did happiness c:ome into it? 

- Mainly that if the meditation worked as it should, pe:0ple looked mue-h 

happier and younger - also, that this c:ha.nge- in them showed i tse,l:f ve-ry

soon - after only a few weeks of meditation. 

And did you experienc:-e this·? 

- Yes, it was a very definit-e, thing - partio.ularly the realisation that:

happiness was: already there- - it already existed in one. 

And what els-e was said at that time? 

It was said that the method was extremely simple and easy, and anyone 

c-ould do it - ala·o that it g:ot one:~ in a few weeks,. to the. sam& place 

that thee traditional ways: required years· of· strenuous, effort t ·o., achieve:. 

And how d1d ~hat strike pe:0ple-? 

Many did not believe, it - and s-o the-y missed the point .. 

How do y-ou meanr?; 

The point ia· that it· has to be0 extr.emely simple and e-aay: or it. doe:sn11 

work. 

You mean pe·ople· turned it into something e·lS"e - into s-omething; difficul:t:? 

- Yes - the trouble is· really' due- t .o wrong· teachings of the past. 

Pe-ople have becen taught for s.o many o:enturies that the spirit:ual life- is 

arduous and difficult, and t-hat it requires- sacrif'ic.e- and self discipline·, 

that they cannot· get fr·e:e:- f:r-om this ide,a., and it stands in th&ir way. 

- Then isnt. it really· like that? 

- No, it is just tha opposite. The spiritual side, of' our natur& is 

alr:e-ady there· - it only- has to be, unc,overed. 

- You mean, everyone has, it? 

- Yes, sometime-a it shows itself more than at othe,r- times, and in.· some, 

people it is clearer than in others. But it is there·, without question. 

You have, only· to look at little· children and y,,ou will see what I mean:. 
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Was anythir...g else said about the meditation, when you were first given it? 

Yes, man;y things. People asked how to repeat the mantra, for instance . 

the--y wanted' to know the right attitude to it. 

And what answer a.id they ge-t? 

They were told to repeat it innocently. This was in fact related to 

another thing, which was emphasised very strongly. 

And what was that? 

The importance of c·oming to the half hour's meditation without an:, 

preconceived ideas. 

You mean, id.eas about where it would take one:? 

Yes·, people asked., for instance, whether one should have one,1 s aim in 

mind while doing it, or try to remember the nature of the transcendent. 

And what was the reply? 

- No, not good. 

it before. 

One should go straight into it as if one had never done 

Then what was the reason for this? 

It is something very fundamental which is noi; genera.lly, unders.tood. By 

thinking about the nature of the transcendent - by holding it in mind - one• 

builds a false picture of it, and this picture stands- in the w~. 

But what is the alternative? 

To go there instead. 

You mean, like visiting a new country. 

beforehand, one usually gets it wrong? 

If one tries· to imagine it· 

- Yes, matiy' religious· and esoteric methods do just this - they build a sort 

of c:oc:oon in people,' s minds c.onnec-ted with higher aims- and spiritual ideas• -

a c:oc:-oon which is quite unreal. 

And this· preve~ ts them from getting any :further?: 

Well, yes· - it prevents them from reaching the transcendent.· during: 

meditation. Actually, t he·· c.oc:oon is in the surface of the mind, and: B'.O 

it stands in the wa::,. 

Then what c:an be done about it? 

Just repeat the mantra. innocently. You see:, we d.ont know - we really, 

have no idea what the kingdom of heaven is like. It isnt the kind of place 

we thought it was - it is- ever so much nicer and more attractive. 
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Tell me, is this method the only way to reach the source of happiness·? 

Oh no,. Ever since the· d'awn of his-tory man has be-elll trying to reach the 

source0 of happiness. He has given his life in seareh of it, spent.- years 

in seclusion, practised rigorous d!ise.:iplines, saari.£icecl all: his; posses:sions,, 

even his name •••••• 
- And yet you sey it is possible to r-each it- by· this met-hod, without a;nyr 

hardship, without axzy- -sacrif'ic:et and in t-he ordinary c:onditions of.• life:? 

- YeS',. it is, quite, possible·.. You see·, there is something: which man has 

always: missed. 

And what is· that? 

It is na:tural for man t:o come under the in:fluenee, of higher levels,, and 

t·o find the source• of' happiness. That is why they ware given him. 

- Then did the way of finding: them get los'.'C? 

- Yes, t-he great teachers of· mankind: knew all about it, and they were able 

to show people how to do it'. But after they had died the·ir- f'oll.owe:rs 

inevitably got it wnong. 

Then what Ya$ i~ actually went wrong-? 

If we• knew that, we might- prevent' it.- happening again. But- tha.re are 

certain indications·. 

What kind of' indications do you mean? 

The essential t-hing a;bout t-his me-t:hod is that it "t-torks from the top 

d'ownwards·o By reaching· the source, of' happiness during; meditation, the 

mind is saturated with this, happiness,. and vhis, a.ffec-tft. one's' actions: 

during-· the:- day. But- suppose· people ~r-or s:_ome reason or. other aa:-a unable 

to reaoh the source of' happiness, they will be-gin trying to simulate• it:s: 

effects·,. and will find they have t-o depend on various disciplines in·, onder 

t-o do s,o. Sooner or later these disc·iplines. will become more important 

than the rneclitation itself,. and eventually, the medita:tion will be_, :ll"org.otten. 

What do y,ou actually mean by:r 1disc,iplinea·'? 

Methods which depend' on will. Trying: to contr-ol one's, t"hought.s, trying 

to hold one,' s attention,. trying.- t-o keep c:ertain aims in mind. 

But is· there a.nyt:hing· wrong with disc::iplines of. t:his kind? 

They t:ake, one· away fcrom the med:itation. Think about it, and· y:-ou will. 

see what I meaii:. 
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- Tell me,, where did the meditation aome from?· How far ba.o:k in history 

does it· go? * 
- tfo-one- knows, exactly, but we are t-old that the· te-ach.ing· given; to Ar;ji.ula 

by Lordi Krishna in the Bhagavad-Gita, some 5,000 years ag_o-, was based on 

~h& principles of· t.ha meditation. Af"ter i:thia e~ic period the medi.tation 

was· lost·, and' it· was- not ti.11 Buddha appeared, many centuries- later, t:hat 

it was, redisc~ver~d. 

-· I wonder how it was red.i~overedt?-
- One imagings, iihat Buddha was high enougp. in level t.o understand. iihe 

princ.iples- underlying it.. 

- Them whai; would thEm&· pri,naiples- be? 

- Tliey are connec-ted with Reing.. Rignt thought a:nd right aation depend 

on Reing - it has t-o be that we:y round. Given a me-thod whic-h raises- the 

level of man's- Bei.ng~ right though-t-- and right- action will follow naturally 

and happiness and pea.ce- will come t.o mankind •. B:ut inev.i tab:ly, sooner-

or later, man gets it the wrong way up - he mis'takes the e.f'feo-i; :for the 

cause. lie b.e-gins· to teach right -thought and right a.a.tio~ in the be-lie:f 

that t-hey wtll lead to Being. But this is- not- posaible - it is: 

somet-hing wnch could never happen. 

- Then was it the followers of Buddha who got it the: wr·ong. way up'2 

- YeS;, their teachingac led t-o many unneaessa;ry disciplines and wrong; ideas. 

It. was not· till Shallkara appeared several centuries, later t:hat Be;i.ng was

established ona.e· again as: t:he underlying c.ause: of: tight action. It· was 

he who established four principal seats of. learning in the four crorners 

of India, wi t-h a Shankaraeha.rya in aommand of eacil.. 

- And :then was it lost again? 

- Yes, the technique of. deep meditation as we· were given it was lost. until 

the e·arly- part of this century, when Guru Deva redis-a-overed it:. It is 

said that a group o:f' people developed the method, under his, influence, as 

a te~hnique whic:h was suitable :for the West. 

* See also the Preface to the Translation & Commentary 
on the Bhagavad- Gita by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi , 1969 
Penguin Books 
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Is it a gpod thing to do the meditation with other people?: 

Well, people d'o, o:ut it is not necessarily a good thing. 

Then would you say it is· be-tter to do it alone.~ 

It should be done alone for two periods every day. 

thing. 

It is· an individual 

How do you mean? 

When you do it you go inwards; when you are:· with other people y.,ou go 

outwards, - it is- something: different-. 

Then how d.oes the result o~· going inwa....-d.a express i "tiself outwardly'? 

Thz,ougll the· attention. When y:ou go inwards the- attention is attracted, 

inwards by the mantra; when you go outwards - the attention ie attracted! 

outwards by what one sees and experiences in the-· world around one.. 

Then ie the quality of the· attention. ~ed by gping- inwards-? 

Yes·, the eff.~c:t of going inwards - of transcending - is, to widen th& 

a:ttention, and to improve its quality. 

- Then would you aa:y that after meditation one is- able to piclc up a wideT 

range · of impressions _than before? 

- Yes,, one 93Cperienc-ea· many higher impressions which one did not know 

eristed. 

- You mean this cromea naturally: - or should one try to control one's: 

attention?· 

- It <romes.. naturally.-. Trying to control one's, attention is- a grea-t 

mistake •. 

Why is that? 

Ideally, n.-othing should c .orne between one and what one· is. d·oing. 

to o:ontrol one's attention puts- something in-between. 

Trying_ 
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- You sa;, the meditation is an individual thing. 

can be· done by anyone on their own? 

Do you mean it 

- Strictly speaking, yes·. The meditation is quite, unique in this 

respe<rl. Onae the techniquec is established, it does not depend on 

other people. 

- Wha"t do you mean when you aa;, it does not depend on other people? 

- You ma.v not realise' it, but pra.ctio:ally all other methods· depend on 

working with other people in an organisation, under the direct guidance 

of a teaeher. The meditation is different - once it is established i~ 

ia not dependent on anyone except oneself. In fact, we were told iiI 

can take, one· 'all the wa;r'. 

But is there• anything against belongj.ngto an organisation? 

No, pl"ovided one is not dependent on it. · Organisations· are, strange

things- they hav& their own laws - t~ey start .one wa.v, and grow int-o 

aomething quite a:ifferent - s-0mething whieh was· never intend:ed. 

But ient -that true,- of the · mad.ii tat ion itself? 

No, not individually. For those who ara- doing it, it has the quality 

of being self - aorre~ive. But of aouree the organisation which give• 

it to people <tan change its charaotor, and' then people are given it wrong. 

- Then what can be d'one about it? 

- Get back to the point from which it started. It is in the starting: 

point of all new endeavours that their true meaning can be found. Very 

quickly afterwards- their meaning begins to change, and after only a- :few 

years· this meaning has got loet. 


